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Effect of Classical Music Listened To The Preterms In Neonatal Intensive Care Unit On Stress, Journal of Society for
development in new net environment in B&H . such as music, affect learning, are soothing, and . analysis. Besides
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The reference lists of the articles were checked for other relevant articles not retrieved by the search strategies,
and attempted to order full-text articles when necessary. Criteria for Considering Studies for This Review The
following inclusion criteria were applied: papers published in English reporting RCTs including prematurely
born infants 24â€”37 weeks GA with a parallel group, crossover or cluster design. If there was doubt about the
inclusion the two independent reviewers would consult the final author MvD. Moreover, the focus of CMT
involving preterm infants and their parents is on creating an individual relationship with the newborn. A
Review of music-based intervention reporting in pediatrics. Excluded were studies using speech or the sounds
of the womb, and studies with interventions that used non-human sounds, such as nature sounds. Other
instruments used are the Gato Box, a 2- or 4-tone wooden box or drum that is played with the fingers, and the
Ocean Disc, an instrument shaped as a round disc with metal beads inside that make a whooshing sound to the
padded interior shell of the disc. Studies in which fewer than 10 patients received the intervention were
considered pilot studies and were therefore excluded. Fetal cortical activation to sound at 33 weeks of
gestation: a functional MRI study. Two narrative reviews Morris et al. These reactions may increase parental
stress, may also adversely impact the stress-coping behavior of their newborn and the formation of a secure
attachment Borghini et al. The infant-directed humming or singing is as simple as possible since preterm
infants can quickly be overwhelmed by auditory stimulation. Dendritic atrophy, loss of excitatory synapses in
the hippocampus and prefrontal cortex, increases in the number of dendrites and synaptic spines in the
amygdala, and even neuronal death have all been noted in such work. But they too can benefit from the
pain-reducing effects of music. Conversely, when the newborn fusses, the music therapist moves oppositely; e.
Interventions that required participation of a parent were only accepted if it included musical expression such
as singing. Fetal sensitivity to properties of maternal speech and language. Future trials should address
clinically relevant outcomes of music therapy for both, preterm infants and their parents, with a rigorous
design. Furthermore we hand-searched 12 journals from their first available date see S2 File Full list of search
terms, electronic databases and hand-searched journals. Recently, a near-infrared spectroscopy NIRS method
was introduced to study responses to speech and music, with limited efficacy. Table 1. This lovely nursery
rhyme had become the messenger of emotions when words failed me. Items scored included: random
sequence generation, allocation concealment, blinding of participants and personnel, blinding of outcome
assessment, incomplete outcome data and selective reporting. Science , â€” Effects of experience on fetal
voice recognition. Skin-to-skin contact is now a standard routine in many neonatal care units and it may be the
most natural way to deliver music to the preterm infant in a multi-sensory and family-integrated manner
Gooding et al. Music may help ameliorate some of the negative effects of the NICU experience on brain
development in several ways: by abating the stress response, by providing a signal of positive social contact,
and by offering a form of environmental enrichment. No use, distribution or reproduction is permitted which
does not comply with these terms. From then on, I sang this song for him whenever I couldâ€”during the
CTGs and many nights on the hospital terrace. Oxford: Oxford University Press; , â€” No study was weighted
differently or rejected on the basis of results or effect size; the intent was to establish what data were most
reliable. Brain development is linked to early auditory experience, as demonstrated by both human and animal
studies Chang and Merzenich, ; Dahmen and King, ; de Villers-Sidani et al. It has been adapted to address the
specific needs of preterm infants and their family within the NICU setting Haslbeck, ,  Methods We searched
13 electronic databases and 12 journals from their first available date until August  The Nordoff-Robbins
approach implies the unique qualities of music as therapy: enhancing communication, supporting change, and
enabling people to live more resourcefully and creatively to promote personal growth, health and development
Haslbeck, ,  The therapeutic approach is tailored to the individual developmental stage, entrained to the
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breathing rhythm, and adapted to the subtle expressions of the newborn. To date, a significant gap in our
understanding of music interventions has been the lack of data examining the effects over time. It appears
crucial to continuously tailor the music to the changing individual needs of both, the newborns and the parents
in the sense of family-integrated care Loewy et al. Up to August , nine reviews on the effects of music
interventions in premature infants have been published, [ 3 , 14 â€” 21 ] not all of which included only RCTs.
Of chief concern, therefore, is how the confluence of these factors i. Especially prosody transfers emotion,
intention and grammatical function that is, e. Plastic changes in the auditory cortex of congenitally deaf cats
following cochlear implantation.


